Epistemic paternalism and epistemic value*
Duncan Pritchard

Abstract: My concern is with the merits (or otherwise) of a form of paternalism
which is specifically epistemic, one that mirrors familiar forms of paternalism in the
ethical and political spheres. To this end, I critically explore Alvin Goldman’s seminal discussion of this topic, which runs along veritistic lines. While broadly sympathetic to the general position that Goldman develops in this regard, I argue that in
order to properly evaluate the potential of epistemic paternalism we need to broaden
our focus away from veritism and consider also the special value that attaches to certain epistemic standings.

1. Paternalism, epistemic paternalism and veritism
The legitimacy, or otherwise, of paternalistic practices is widely discussed in the ethical and political literature. Very roughly – we do not
need to get into the details for our purposes paternalistic practices are
practices which limit the liberty of agents in order to promote their best
interests.1 As the name suggests, the root idea behind paternalism is the
kind of supervisory control that a parent exercises over their child, but
the main focus of philosophical interest in paternalism is concerned with
its institutional application. Examples abound of such practices, particularly when it comes to legal restrictions which are imposed by the state.
Take the law that one should wear seat belts. For the sake of argument, let us stipulate that the sole reason for such a law is to protect the
individual welfare of the drivers and passengers concerned. (As it happens, this is probably false, in that those not wearing a seat belt can in
practice be a danger to others particularly other passengers in the vehicle
*
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and not just themselves).2 Such a law imposes a limit on one’s freedom,
in that one must abide by the law regardless of whether one consents to
it (and if one doesn’t abide by it then one’s freedoms will be further limited), but the point of the law is to promote the welfare of the very
drivers and passengers whose freedom is being limited.
A range of issues are raised by paternalistic practices. Which bodies
have the authority to undertake such practices? How does one weigh-up
the loss of liberty against the goods which accrue to the agent concerned
in virtue of the practices? While it is in the nature of such practices that
the agent concerned does not give her explicit consent, to what extent
should these practices be such that the agent ought to be in some sort of
in principle position to offer consent (for example, such that the following counterfactual is true: had she been consulted, provided with the relevant facts, and fully rational, then she would have consented)? And so on.
My interest in this paper is not, however, with the general issues raised
by paternalism, but rather in exploring the particular question of the legitimacy, or otherwise, of paternalistic practices when it comes to specifically epistemic goods – viz., epistemic paternalism. Such a question is central to the topic of the epistemology of liberal democracy, since it raises
the possibility that two key goods of a liberal society – viz., individual liberty and autonomy – might be curtailed in the service of specifically epistemic goals. But while there has been much discussion of paternalism in
moral and political debate, there has been very little exploration of paternalism in epistemology. Indeed, I do not think it would be an exaggeration to say that Alvin Goldman’s seminal 1991 paper, ‘Epistemic Paternalism: Communication Control in Law and Society’, is really the only
substantive discussion of this issue in the epistemological literature.3
As Goldman makes clear in this paper, it is undeniably the case that
epistemic paternalism is explicitly practiced in several quarters. One very
clear example which he explores is that of the role of evidence in criminal
2
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trials within the US legal system. He points out that the rationale offered
for a number of the rules which make up the Federal Rules of Evidence
are explicitly epistemic, and in some cases involves a degree of epistemic
paternalism. For example, these rules sometimes forbid, on epistemic
grounds, jurors from gaining access to some types of evidence, on the
grounds that such evidence would mislead them and thereby frustrate the
epistemic ends of the criminal justice process. Here is Goldman:
[…] it is apparent that the framers of the rules, and judges themselves, often
wish to protect jurors in their search for truth. If, in the framers’ opinion, jurors
are likely to be misled by a certain category of evidence, they are sometimes prepared to require or allow such evidence to be kept from the jurors. This is an example of what I shall call epistemic paternalism. The general idea is that the indicated rules of evidence are designed to protect jurors from their own “folly,” just
as parents might keep dangerous toys or other articles away from children, or
might not expose them to certain facts (Goldman 1991: 118).

Note (as Goldman himself points out), the primary recipients of the
epistemic goods (putatively) being generated by these paternalistic practices are not the jurors themselves but rather the defendants, and hence
this example is in this regard at least somewhat different to standard examples of paternalism in the literature (like the ‘seat belt’ example
above). Even so, this case shares enough key features with standard cases
of paternalism to qualify as a bona fide example of epistemic paternalism.
In particular, in this case we have an established practice of intervening
with regard to the information available to jurors, without the consent of
the parties concerned, in order to promote certain epistemic goods, the
promotion of which would otherwise be undermined. Of course, even if
epistemic paternalism were not in fact practiced, we could still ask the
question of whether it should be practiced and, if so, what form it
should take. But that it is in fact practiced gives the question of whether
epistemic paternalism is ever legitimate an ‘applied’ edge, since it means
that what stance we take on this question can have ramifications for current practice.
In evaluating epistemic paternalism, it is of course vital that we have
some conception of the epistemic good(s) in play relative to which we undertake the target evaluation. On this score, what little discussion there
has been of epistemic paternalism in the literature has tended to take it as
given that the epistemic good should be understood along veritistic lines.
According to veritism, ultimately all that matters from a purely epistemic
point of view is just true belief (and the avoidance of false belief), with all
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other epistemic properties being merely instrumentally valuable relative
to the good of true belief.4 The foremost exponent of veritism is Goldman, and so it is no surprise that he applies this view to the issue of epistemic paternalism.5 For example, he writes that in evaluating epistemic
paternalism we need to “inquire into the general circumstances in which”
it “has good or bad epistemic consequences, i.e., good veritistic outcomes.” (Goldman 1991, 124) Others have followed him on this score. In
his recent defence of epistemic paternalism, Kristoffer Ahlstrom (2011, 4)
explicitly evaluates such paternalism relative to “paradigm epistemic
goals”, where these are in turn characterized as “the formation of true belief and the avoidance of false belief.”
In this paper, I will be arguing that we should evaluate epistemic paternalism relative to a broader conception of the epistemic good than
that which is supplied by veritism. In order to see why this is necessary,
we first need to consider some key threads in the recent debate about
epistemic value.

2. Epistemic value
There has been a huge growth in interest in questions about epistemic
value in the recent literature, to the extent that some have spoken of
epistemology’s ‘value-turn’.6 One defect in quite a lot of this literature is
a failure to notice a crucial ambiguity in the very idea of epistemic value.
Construed one way, to say that something (e.g., a belief) is of epistemic
value is to attribute a particular kind of value to it (i.e., a kind of value
which is epistemic). Construed another way, to say that something is of
epistemic value is to say that it is something which is epistemic (e.g., an
4
Henceforth, for the sake of simplicity, and since nothing of consequence hangs upon it, I
will simply take veritism to be the claim that the ultimate and fundamental epistemic good is
true belief, and drop the caveat about veritism being in addition concerned with the avoidance
of false belief.
5
Goldman defends veritism in a number of places, but see especially Goldman (1999;
2002) and Goldman & Olsson (2009). Elsewhere see, e.g., Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010,
ch. 1) and Pritchard (2011) I’ve referred to veritism as epistemic value T-monism, to make clear
that this is a type of epistemic value monism where there is only one fundamental epistemic
good, and where the fundamental epistemic good in question is true belief rather than some
other epistemic standing. For more on veritism, see David (2001), and the exchange between
David (2005) and Kvanvig (2005).
6
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epistemic standing, like knowledge) and which is also valuable.7 Very
roughly, one way of putting this point is terms of epistemic value on the
one hand, and the value of the epistemic on the other. It is important to
keep these two notions apart since neither entails the other.
On the one hand, that something is specifically of epistemic value
does not entail that it is valuable along some other axis of evaluation –
such as aesthetically – still less does it entail that it is valuable simpliciter
(we will be considering what being valuable simpliciter might involve below). Perhaps, for example, true belief is epistemically valuable, but not
at all valuable in any other respect, and moreover not valuable simpliciter. On the other hand, to say that something epistemic is valuable
without qualification does not entail that its value is purely of the epistemic kind. Perhaps, for example, knowledge is valuable in ways that
aren’t specifically epistemic. It could be, for instance, that it has ethical
value; indeed, it might well be valuable simpliciter.8
In talking about epistemic value we must thus be careful to be clear
exactly what it is that we have in mind. A good illustration of why this is
important can be found by considering the so-called ‘swamping’ problem that has been much explored in the contemporary literature.9 According to this problem, certain epistemological proposals are unable to
account for the putative intuition that knowledge is of greater value than
mere true belief, and hence are to that extent problematic.
Reliabilism is often cited as a key case in point in this regard.10 For, so
the argument goes, why should the fact that a true belief is reliably
formed add any value to that true belief? After all, since we only care
about reliable belief-forming processes because we care about having
true beliefs, why should it matter whether a belief is reliably formed so
7 The distinction set out here is related to the point that Geach (1956) makes about ‘predicative’ and ‘attributive’ adjectives. In particular, from ‘x is a big flea’ it does not follow that ‘x is
a flea’ and ‘x is big’, since the claim being made is only the attributive claim that x is big for a
flea. In contrast, it does follow from the predicative claim that ‘x is a red flea’ that ‘x is a flea’
and ‘x is red’. In Geach’s terms, then, my claim is that ‘x is epistemically valuable’ is ambiguous
between an attributive and a predicative reading.
8 I explore this distinction between epistemic value and the value of the epistemic in more
detail in Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010, ch. 1). See also Pritchard (2011). Although, as
noted above, a lot of epistemologists fail to mark this distinction, some are clearly sensitive to it.
See, for example, Sosa (2007, ch. 4).
9 For some key discussions of this problem, see Jones (1997), Swinburne (1999), Riggs
(2002a; 2002b), Kvanvig (2003) and Zagzebski (2003). See also Pritchard (2007a; 2007b; 2011)
and Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010, ch. 1).
10 See, for example, Zagzebski (2003).
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long as it is true? An analogy that is often offered to illustrate this point
is the ‘coffee cup’ case (e.g., Zagzebski 2003). We care about reliable coffee-making machines because we care about good coffee. But if we are
presented with two identical cups of coffee, only one of which came
from a reliable coffee-making machine, we will surely value both cups
the same, even despite their very different sources. What goes for coffee
from a reliable coffee-making machine is held to also apply to true belief
that is produced by a reliable belief-forming process.
The more general point being made here is not of course specific to
reliabilism. For what underlies the swamping problem is the idea, roughly, that if we only value something as a means to something else, then the
presence of the former can contribute no additional value when the latter is also present. In the epistemic case this means that if we only value a
certain epistemic standing as a means to a further, more fundamental,
epistemic standing, then the presence of the former can contribute no
additional value when the latter is also present. So, for example, if justification is only valuable as a means to true belief, then that one’s true belief is in addition justified does not make it any more valuable than a corresponding mere true belief.
So construed, veritism is clearly the real target of the swamping problem, since this precisely does hold that what is valuable from an epistemic point of view is ultimately down to the propagation of true belief.
In cases where one already has a true belief, then, there will be a standing problem of explaining why any additional epistemic standing (such
as being reliably-formed) should, by veritistic lights, contribute any further value. Goldman, as the chief proponent of veritism, has developed
(with Erik Olsson) some sophisticated ways of dealing with the swamping problem.11 As I explain at length elsewhere see Pritchard (forthcomingd) I don’t think these responses to the swamping problem work. Crucially, however, I maintain that with the distinction just noted between
the two different ways of thinking about epistemic value in play, Goldman doesn’t need to undertake such theoretical manoeuvres in order to
evade the swamping problem, in that a very straightforward response is
available to him.
In order to see this, consider first the challenge that Goldman thinks
the swamping problem poses for his view. He writes that the swamping
problem
11

See Goldman & Olsson (2009; cf. Olsson 2007; 2009). For a critical discussion of this
paper, see Pritchard (forthcomingd).
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[…] can be used to test the adequacy of accounts of knowledge. Suppose an
analysis of knowledge is incompatible with knowledge having an added value
[relative to mere true belief]. That would be a pretty strong argument against the
adequacy of that analysis. (Goldman & Olsson 2009: 22)

The claim in play here is ambiguous though. The thesis that one’s
theory of knowledge should be at least compatible with knowledge being of more value than mere true belief sounds right, but note that the
intuitiveness of this claim rests on our treating the additional value in
question as being more than just epistemic. For consider what the corresponding thesis would be if we focused on specifically epistemic value
viz., that one’s theory of knowledge should be at least compatible with
knowledge being of more specifically epistemic value than mere true belief. Is that claim intuitive? I don’t see why it should be. In particular, it
seems like a moot theoretical issue whether knowledge adds specifically
epistemic value to mere true belief. In particular, it seems that a claim of
this sort is just what a veritist ought to be suspicious about, since for
them what is of ultimate and fundamental epistemic value is just true
belief.
Crucially, however, the swamping problem is targeted not at the issue
of whether knowledge is in general more valuable than mere true belief,
but whether it is specifically epistemically more valuable. Indeed, if this
were not so, then the argument offered in support of the swamping
problem would be invalid. Consider again how the swamping problem is
meant to work, using the specific target of veritism to illustrate the point.
First, we have a general claim about value, to the effect that if the value
of a property possessed by an item (e.g., being produced by a reliable
coffee-making machine, or being the product of a reliable belief-forming
process) is only instrumental value relative to a further good (e.g., good
coffee, or true belief) and that good is already present in that item, then
this property can confer no additional value on that item. Next, we have
the veritist thesis that, roughly, all that really matters from an epistemic
point of view is true belief. This gets re-cast, plausibly, as the claim that
all other epistemic standings that a belief might bear over and above being true are only of instrumental epistemic value relative to the fundamental and ultimate good of true belief. Putting these two claims together we are meant to get the conclusion that knowledge, as an epistemic
standing that a belief might bear over and above being true, is of no
more value than mere true belief.
We can express this argument more formally as follows:
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The Swamping Problem for Veritism
(SP1) If the value of a property possessed by an item is only instrumental value relative to a further good and that good is already present in that
item, then this property can confer no additional value to that item.
(SP2) Any epistemic standing that a belief might bear over and above being
true is only of instrumental epistemic value relative to the good of true
belief. [Veritism]
(SC) Knowledge is no more valuable than mere true belief. [From (SP1),
(SP2)]

The conclusion of this argument clearly is in conflict with the thesis
that we saw Goldman endorsing above, to the effect that one’s epistemology ought to be at least consistent with knowledge being of more value than mere true belief. Thus cast, then, the swamping problem does
seem to pose a serious challenge for veritism.
Crucially, however, note that as that as it stands (SC) does not follow
from (SP1) and (SP2). (P2), after all, is clearly concerned with a specifically epistemic kind of value, since that is the very nature of the veritism
thesis. It follows that the most that can be concluded from (SP1) and
(SP2) is the strikingly weaker (SC*):
(SC*) Knowledge is no more epistemically valuable than mere true belief.
[From (SP1), (SP2)]

But far from being a claim which is problematic for veritism, (SC*)
seems to merely be a direct consequence of the view, and hence nothing
for the veritist to be concerned about. In particular, (SC*) is entirely in
keeping with the thought that we saw Goldman articulating above to the
effect that one’s theory of knowledge ought to be compatible with
knowledge being of more value than mere true belief. This is because
(SC*) does not rule-out the (very plausible) possibility that knowledge is
more valuable than mere true belief in respects which aren’t specifically
epistemic, perhaps by being ethically valuable or by being of greater
practical utility.12
12 I think this point highlights a key difference between the swamping problem and the socalled ‘Meno problem’. While both are concerned with the greater value of knowledge over mere
true belief, the latter is clearly a more general problem since it is not targeted at the greater specifically epistemic value of knowledge. That the Meno problem is focussed on the more general value
of knowledge relative to mere true belief is clear from the kind of diagnostic line that Socrates
considers in response to it, such that we should take into account the greater practical value that
knowledge has over mere true belief in virtue of the fact that it is ‘tethered’ to the facts. I explore
this point more fully in Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010, ch. 1) and Pritchard (2011).
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The relevance of this point for epistemic paternalism is that even if we
grant, with Goldman and others, the veritist claim that it is true belief
which is of ultimate and fundamental epistemic value, there is still a further question to be asked about what the value is more generally of the
epistemic standings our beliefs possess. Take knowledge, for example,
and suppose it is true as some have argued – that knowledge has a prudential value that mere true belief lacks.13 It would then follow that insofar as one is persuaded by the thought that epistemic paternalism is
sometimes legitimate, then there is a prima facie motivation to consider
favouring practices which promote knowledge and not just mere true belief, even if it also true that from a purely epistemological point of view
knowledge is no more valuable than mere true belief.
So once we understand that veritism is a claim about specifically epistemic value, then it follows that it is at least an open question whether
there are epistemic standings, over and above mere true belief, which the
epistemic paternalist should be concerned to promote. There is a further
– and related – reason why even the veritist should be willing to explore
the wider value of epistemic standings other than mere true belief. As
noted above, that something is of specifically epistemic value does not
entail that it is valuable along other axes of evaluation, much less does it
entail that it is valuable simpliciter. So far I’ve treated this idea of ‘value
simpliciter’ as intuitive and so not offered a further characterisation, but
now is a good juncture to say more about it.
In principle at least, we can identify for any domain some axis of evaluation relative to which we assess items that fall within that domain. So, for
example, we could imagine a domain of evaluation which applies to some
wicked activity like serial killing in which we assess agents as good qua serial killers (e.g., for their ingenuity and cunning, à la Hannibal Lecter), or
as bad qua serial killers (e.g., those serial killers which are clumsy and ineffective). Or we could imagine a domain of evaluation which applies to
some rather trivial activity like train spotting in which we assess agents as
good qua train spotters (e.g., great memory for trains, lots of commitment
to train spotting, good use of relevant observational skills, etc.,), or bad
qua train spotters (e.g., poor memory for trains, very little commitment to
train spotting, poor use of relevant observational skills, etc.,).
13 This is roughly the claim considered by Socrates in the Meno, when he talks of how the
fact that knowledge is true belief which is ‘tethered’ to the facts means that it has a greater practical value over mere true belief. See also Williamson (2000, ch. 1) and Pritchard, Millar &
Haddock (2010, ch. 5).
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We noted above that it doesn’t follow from the fact that something is
good, qua epistemic, that it is good in any other way, much less that it is
good simpliciter. We can now get a better sense of what is at issue here.
For while there might some domains of evaluation in which what is good
relative to that domain is good simpliciter, clearly not all domains of evaluation are of this kind. That some agent or act is good relative to the domain of serial killing or train spotting does not intuitively make it at all
good simpliciter. In contrast, what is good in other domains of evaluation
does seem to be good simpliciter. The clearest case of this is the ethical
good. If a certain action is good from an ethical point of view, then that
surely means that to some extent at least the action is good simpliciter.
Note that this is not to say that ethically good actions are thereby allthings-considered good simpliciter, since that is a further issue which depends on the kinds of things one allows as being good simpliciter. So, for
example, suppose one held that only what is ethically good or aesthetically good is good simpliciter. There would then be a potential trade-off,
when it came to all-things-considered value, between the ethical good
and the aesthetic good in terms of the ultimate evaluation of the item in
question (with, perhaps, the ethical and the aesthetic having different
relative weightings in this trade-off). One couldn’t thus infer from the
fact that something is ethically good that it is all-things-considered good.
Nonetheless, the ethical good is at least the kind of thing that enters into
the equation when it comes to determining the all-things-considered
good, unlike the kinds of goodness that are specific to particular domains of evaluation (as just illustrated by the ‘serial killing’ and ‘train
spotting’ domains of evaluation).
Is the epistemic domain of evaluation like the ethical domain of evaluation or more like, say, the train spotting domain of evaluation? That is,
is the fact that something is of epistemic value the kind of thing that goes
into the mix when one determines whether the epistemically valuable
item is of all-things-considered value? In order to answer this question,
we need to plug-in a specific account of epistemic value, so let’s consider
the issue with veritism in play. Our question now becomes whether, for
instance, an action which promotes true belief, and which is thus epistemically good by veritistic lights, is in the market to be good simpliciter.
One can see how a case could be made for such a claim, at least once
we remember that the goodness being attributed is defeasible (and possibly not pro tanto). Suppose, for example, that one is presented with an
action which, it is stipulated, promotes true belief (and hence which is
epistemically good by veritistic lights), but which doesn’t promote any
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other good (e.g., it isn’t ethically good, or prudentially good, or aesthetically good, and so on). Isn’t the epistemic goodness of this action at least
some (defeasible) reason to think the action good simpliciter? In contrast, if all one knows about an action is that it promotes the ‘goods’ of
serial killing (and does not promote any other good), then this is surely
no reason at all for thinking the action good simpliciter (indeed, it is a
reason to think the action isn’t good simpliciter). If that’s right, then the
epistemic good does have more in common with the ethical (or, say, the
aesthetic) good, than it does the train spotting or serial killing good.
No doubt many would be unpersuaded by an argument of this sort,
but I think one can at least see that there is a prima facie plausibility to
this line of reasoning. If epistemic paternalism is to be motivated purely
in the case of true belief, however, then I think it is important that a case
is made by the veritist for this thesis, since otherwise it will be unclear
why an agent’s liberty should be constrained on an epistemic basis. Liberty, after all, is surely an ethical good, and hence something which is
plausibly good simpliciter. So if true belief is not good simpliciter, why
should it be cited as a basis on which liberty might be constrained?
But even if one is persuaded by the idea that what is epistemically
good is good simpliciter, it still remains that even for the veritist it is an
open question whether the goodness of epistemic standings is exhausted
by the epistemic good. We considered above the possibility that knowledge has a prudential value that mere true belief lacks. The prudential
good might well be good simpliciter, but suppose that the additional
(non-epistemic) value of knowledge over mere true belief is not (merely)
prudential but ethical (as some have claimed; we will be looking at one
key argument for this thesis in a moment). If any species of good is a
candidate to be good simpliciter, it is surely the ethical good, as we noted
above. But that would mean that knowledge is good simpliciter, in the
sense set out above such that its goodness goes into the mix when we determine the all-things-considered value of the item in question. Knowledge would then be an epistemic standing that we would have reason to
promote, perhaps more reason to promote, over and above mere true belief. And yet the reason why we would want to promote it over mere true
belief would not be because of its additional epistemic value (by veritist
lights it doesn’t have any additional epistemic value), but because it is
valuable in a way that mere true belief is not (i.e., ethically valuable,
where this is also valuable simpliciter).
The key point is that there is nothing in veritism which goes against a
claim like this. That is, as things stand there are a range of theoretical
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options on the table, depending on how one thinks of epistemic goodness and how one thinks of the goodness of the epistemic. One question
is whether epistemic goodness is goodness simpliciter. A second question is whether there is a goodness of epistemic standings which is more
than just epistemic goodness. And a third question is whether there is a
goodness of epistemic standings which is more than just epistemic goodness and which is goodness simpliciter. Depending on how one answers
these three questions, one will have a very different view about epistemic paternalism.
For example, if one thinks that the goodness of the epistemic is just
the epistemic good, but that the epistemic good is not good simpliciter,
then, as noted above, one will have a problem even motivating epistemic
paternalism in the first place. For given that liberty and autonomy are arguably good simpliciter, why should they be limited in the service of
purely epistemic ends if the epistemically good is not good simpliciter?
But even if one does think that the epistemic good is good simpliciter, it
still remains that there may be epistemic standings which are of greater
value than is captured by the epistemic good (i.e., because they are also
good in other, non-epistemic, ways), and if so epistemic paternalism will
need to consider such standings as well as (or perhaps instead of) the
standings which constitute the fundamental epistemic good.
In what follows we will set to one side the question of whether the
epistemic good as the veritist conceives of it is good simpliciter. Instead,
our issue will be whether there are epistemic standings whose goodness
is not purely epistemic and where this goodness is – as, arguably, it is in
the ethical case – goodness simpliciter. As we will see, a strong case can
be made that understanding fits the bill in this regard. But if that’s right,
then in evaluating a strategy of epistemic paternalism we ought to not be
merely focussed, as veritism contends, on the propagation of true belief,
but also (perhaps instead, though I won’t be pressing this matter here)
on the propagation of higher epistemic standings like understanding.

3. The relative value of true belief, knowledge and understanding
My immediate concern, then, is to argue that some epistemic standings, over and above mere true belief, have a goodness which is good
simpliciter. One way of arguing for this claim is via the thesis that knowledge, unlike mere true belief (or indeed any epistemic standing which
falls short of knowledge) is ethically good.
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A number of authors have advanced this claim, but to cut to the quick
let us give our own presentation of it:
The Ethical Goodness of Knowledge
(KP1) Achievements are successes that are because of one’s ability.
(KP2) Knowledge is cognitive success that is because of one’s cognitive ability.
(KC1) Knowledge is cognitive achievement. [From (KP1), (KP2)]
(KP3) Achievements are ethically good.
(KC2) Knowledge is ethically good. [From (KC1), (KP3)]

Let’s take a moment to look at the motivation for each of these claims.
The motivation for (KP2) comes from robust virtue-theoretic accounts of knowledge.14 According to virtue-theoretic theories, knowledge is the product of cognitive ability, or virtue.15 The mere conjunction
of cognitive success (i.e., true belief) and cognitive ability will not suffice
for knowledge, however, since it is very easy to ‘Gettierize’ such a conjunction by imagining a case where the cognitive success is only luckily
related to the cognitive ability. This is why robust virtue epistemologists
demand that the cognitive success should be because of the cognitive
ability in play.
With knowledge so construed, however, it is natural to regard it as
merely falling under a general type of performance where one’s success is
creditable to (i.e., because of) one’s ability and not other factors (such as
luck). This more general type of performance is achievement, where
knowledge is now just a specifically cognitive type of achievement. We
thus get the argument from (KP1) and (KP2) to (KC1).
Now (KP3) might look to be the hard sell here, in that it is far from
obvious that achievements are ethically good. But on reflection this does
seem to have a fair degree of plausibility. Ethics, broadly conceived anyway (i.e., such that it is more than just morality), is concerned with the
good life, the life of flourishing. Here is the question. Are achievements,
so conceived, a key part of such a life? Well, plausibly they are. For imagine a life full of success and ability, but where the successes were never
creditable to the agent’s ability but instead due to, say, divine intervention, or dumb luck. Wouldn’t such a life be impoverished as a result?
14 For some of the key defences of robust virtue epistemology, see Sosa (1988; 1991; 2007;
2009a), Zagzebski (1996; 1999) and Greco (2003; 2007; 2008; 2009a; 2009b; 2009c).
15 The identification of cognitive ability with intellectual virtue is thought by some in the
literature to be contentious, the thought being that there is much more to intellectual virtue
than mere cognitive ability. Since nothing hangs on this point for our purposes, I will be setting
this potential complication to one side in what follows.
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More generally, all other things being equal, wouldn’t one prefer to succeed because of one’s ability rather than because of luck or the interference of others? I think the intuition in play here is that achievements reflect our agency genuinely – rather than merely apparently – acting on the
world, where this is something that is a key ingredient to a good life.16
With (KC1) and (KP3) in play, however, then the ultimate conclusion
of this argument follows, such that knowledge is of ethical value. It is
clearly implicit here that ethical goodness – or at least the kind of ethical
goodness at issue in the argument – is goodness simpliciter, in the sense
specified above that it is a consideration that goes into the mix when we
consider the all-things-considered goodness of something. (Indeed, I
take it that the claim in play here is that this goodness simpliciter is a pro
tanto goodness, but I won’t press this point here).
Moreover, although the argument as expressed doesn’t make this explicit, it is also clear that this way of thinking about the value of knowledge is meant to explain why knowledge is distinctively valuable in a way
that that which falls short of knowledge isn’t.17 For example, mere cognitive success, like the mere conjunction of cognitive success and cognitive ability, lacks the distinctive properties that mark out cognitive
achievement (and thus, on this view, knowledge), and which make the
latter uniquely (at least compared with lesser epistemic standings anyway) deserving of this particular kind of goodness. No wonder, then,
that we as epistemologists have been so concerned to focus on knowledge to the exclusion of other epistemic standings.
Unfortunately, I don’t think this argument for the ethical value of
knowledge works, though ultimately it isn’t that important to what I’m
up to in this paper whether or not this argument is successful. I will explain why this is the case below, but for now let me briefly review what I
think is wrong and what I think is right about this argument.
16

For more on this point, see Pritchard (2010).
That is, it answers a challenge which I have elsewhere termed the ‘tertiary’ value problem for knowledge. The ‘primary’ value problem for knowledge is the Meno-style challenge of
explaining how knowledge is more valuable than mere true belief. (As noted in endnote 12, one
should not equate the primary value problem with the swamping problem – though many do –
since only the latter is specifically concerned with the greater epistemic value of knowledge over
mere true belief). The ‘secondary’ value problem for knowledge is the challenge to explain how
knowledge is more valuable than that which falls short of knowledge. Finally, the ‘tertiary’ value
problem is the challenge to explain why knowledge is more valuable, as a matter of kind and
not merely degree, than that which falls short of knowledge. For further discussion of this taxonomy of value problems for knowledge, see Pritchard (2009b) and Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010, ch. 1). See also Pritchard (2007) and Pritchard & Turri (2011).
17
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Let’s start with what seems to be the weakest point – viz., (KP3). I
think that as achievements are characterised in (KP1), this claim is not
very plausible. For note that all kinds of activities will satisfy the rubric
for achievements laid down by (KP1). In particular, some very trivial activities, such as merely raising one’s arm, will count as achievements by
the lights of (KP1). But I think this is to unduly stretch the ordinary language notion of an achievement. In any case, there surely is no intuition
that merely raising one’s arm is something that is of ethical value, and
hence good simpliciter.
But that problem needn’t mean that the underlying claim at issue in
(KP3) is without merit. Perhaps it just needs qualification. For example,
consider strong achievements, where these are successes that are because
of one’s ability and which either (i) involve a significant level of skill, or
(ii) involve the overcoming of a significant obstacle to one’s success.
Merely raising one’s hand is not a strong achievement, though raising
one’s hand when one is recovering from an operation on one’s arm might
be. Conversely, that a great tennis player like Novak Djokovic can strike
a fantastic shot with ease does not disqualify it as a strong achievement,
in virtue of the level of skill being exhibited.18
So suppose we replace (P3) with (P3*):
(P3*) Strong achievements are ethically good.

That is, suppose we argue that it is only strong achievements which
have the goodness at issue in the argument above. I suggest that (P3*) is
at least more compelling than (P3), in that the kind of performance that
someone who is recovering from an operation on their arm undertakes
when lifting their arm is more plausibly part of the life of flourishing
than the kind of performance undertaken by someone who, in normal
circumstances, simply raises their arm.
Replacing (P3) with (P3*) will not help the proponent of this argument
though, in that with this premise so formulated it’s no longer clear that
the rest of the argument follows. After all, even if one is persuaded by the
general claim that knowledge is a form of achievement, in the sense of a
cognitive success that is because of one’s cognitive ability, one will surely
18 One’s concern with (KP3) might not just with the idea of easy achievements though,
since one might also be concerned that this claim is in tension with the idea of wicked achievements, like the ‘achievements’ of the serial killer. I explore this concern in some detail in
Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010, ch. 2), and ultimately claim that it is a much less pressing
objection to (KP3) than the objection just considered regarding trivial (and unskilful) ‘achievements’. See also Pritchard (2010).
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find the claim that knowledge is a strong cognitive achievement hard to
swallow. After all, such a conception of knowledge seems unduly restrictive given how essentially passive and artless much of our acquisition of
knowledge (e.g., of our immediate environment) seems to be.
The proponent of this argument for the ethical goodness of knowledge is thus faced with a dilemma. On the one hand, insofar as they have
an argument which motivates the idea that cognitive achievements are
ethically valuable, then they are restricted to a conception of cognitive
achievements on which it isn’t plausible that knowledge is a cognitive
achievement, so conceived. Or else they have a plausible story about
how knowledge should be understood as a cognitive achievement, but
don’t have a compelling account available to them of why knowledge, so
conceived, should be thought to be ethically valuable.
Rather than trying to resolve this dilemma – which I think is irresolvable, though that’s a matter for another occasion19 – I think we should instead attend to an interesting issue that surfaces out of this dilemma. For
while the idea that knowledge, qua cognitive achievement, is ethically valuable has been seen to be contentious, the idea that strong cognitive
achievements in virtue of being a type of strong achievement simpliciter are
ethically valuable is still in play. And, in fact, that claim is rather plausible.
Take first the claim that strong achievements simpliciter are ethically
valuable. Imagine, for example, a life filled with successes but where
those successes are down to luck rather than one’s ability. Or imagine a
life which, while full of achievement, only ever involves the weak kind of
achievement which involves neither a significant level of ability nor the
overcoming of a significant obstacle. Wouldn’t such lives be substantially
impoverished as a result?20
Now, of course, the special value being assigned to strong achievements simpliciter here is defeasible, in that other factors could ensure
that all-things-considered any particular strong achievement is not valuable (or of limited value, or even disvaluable). (That said, it may be that
the special value of strong achievements, while defeasible, is nonetheless
pro tanto, though I won’t press this point here). But this claim is enough
for our purposes, for the point remains that strong achievement is the
kind of thing which is ethically good, and thus good simpliciter.
The issue then rests on whether the special value that attaches to
19 I discuss this dilemma in more detail in Pritchard (2009b; 2012) and Pritchard, Millar &
Haddock (2010, ch. 2).
20 For more on this point, see Pritchard (2010).
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strong achievements simpliciter carries over to the specific category of
strong cognitive achievements. There is every reason to think that it
does. Indeed, a life of flourishing surely involves agents employing not
just moral virtue but also intellectual virtue. So insofar as strong achievements simpliciter are a key part of such a good life, then one would expect this to include strong cognitive achievements also, where these are
creditable to the agent’s exercise of intellectual virtue.
There is of course more to be said on this point, but I hope I have
done enough here to at least make a prima facie case for the claim that
strong cognitive achievements have a special ethical value. One way of illustrating the importance of this point for our purposes is to consider
the special value of understanding why such-and-such is the case (henceforth just ‘understanding’).21 As I’ve argued elsewhere see Pritchard
(2009a) and Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010, ch. 4) understanding,
unlike knowledge, essentially involves strong cognitive achievement.
For example, while knowledge can be gained passively and/or artlessly,
understanding always requires either overcoming a significant obstacle or
else the exercise of a significant level of cognitive skill. A child may passively come to know that his house has burned down because someone
authoritative person told him (like a parent), but he doesn’t thereby understand why it burnt down. Indeed, a child may passively come to know
via the same route that the house burnt down because (say) of faulty
wiring, but unless he is able to get an intellectual grip on how faulty
wiring can cause a fire, then he won’t thereby have any understanding of
this event.22 Conversely, while understanding can sometimes come to one
immediately, without one having to do anything specific to gain it, this is
because one is bringing to bear special cognitive skills. Sherlock Holmes,
for example, might well understand immediately why the house is alight,
but that’s just because of his prodigious cognitive skills.23
If understanding does involve strong cognitive achievement, and if
21 What I say here about understanding why such-and-such is the case can be adapted to
apply to other forms of understanding, such as understanding a subject matter, but this raises
complications that I have not the space to cover here, which is why I am focusing on this specific type of understanding.
22 I have argued elsewhere that one can also have understanding while lacking the corresponding knowledge, on account of how understanding, unlike knowledge, is compatible with
a certain kind of epistemic luck. See Pritchard (2009a) and Pritchard, Millar & Haddock (2010,
ch. 4).
23 This is not to suggest that only someone with prodigious cognitive skills can gain immediate understanding. The point is just that a significant level of cognitive skill is required.
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one grants the earlier point that strong cognitive achievements have a
special ethical value, then this can go some way to explaining the commonly held conviction amongst epistemologists that understanding is of
special value.24 Of particular interest for our purposes, however, is the
idea that if understanding has this special value, then it ought to have a
role to play in an evaluation of any instance of epistemic paternalism.

4. Epistemic paternalism, reconsidered
Let’s review where we are. We have seen that in talking of epistemic
value we need to be careful to distinguish between, on the one hand, the
value of the epistemic and, on the other hand, a specific kind of value
which is epistemic. Veritism is specifically a thesis about the nature of
epistemic value, and we saw that this provides the view with a straightforward way of dealing with the swamping problem (on account of how
the greater value of knowledge over mere true belief does not entail that
knowledge is of greater epistemic value than mere true belief).
Once we mark this distinction, however, then this raises a number of
questions which veritism must confront if it is to motivate a form of epistemic paternalism. One immediate question concerns the veritistic motivation for epistemic paternalism. If the veritist wants to motivate a strategy of epistemic paternalism purely on the basis that this promotes the
epistemic good as the veritist conceives of it, then it is vital that the veritist can show that what is epistemically good is good simpliciter. For
without that thesis there is no obvious reason why an agent’s liberty
should be constrained in order to further such epistemic ends. Fortunately for the veritist, we saw above that there is at least a prima facie argument for this thesis.
The more fundamental question that is raised by this distinction, however, is that even if the epistemically good is good simpliciter, it still remains that the value of certain epistemic standings may not be a specifically epistemic value. Moreover, the value that attaches to these epistemic standings might be weightier than that with attaches to mere true
belief. If that is right, then the veritistic focus when it comes to epistemic
paternalism on whether such a strategy promotes true belief may be unduly restrictive, in that in evaluating a strategy of epistemic paternalism
24

(2009).

See, for example, Elgin (1996; 2004; 2009), Zagzebski (2001), Kvanvig (2003) and Riggs
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we should also be considering the further issue of whether this strategy
promotes these other epistemic standings.
This point was illustrated above by considering the putative ethical
value of certain epistemic standings. We saw that while the case that has
been made for the ethical value of knowledge in the recent literature is
not ultimately persuasive, much of the argumentative support for this
claim can be adapted to make a case for the ethical value of understanding. If that’s correct, then in evaluating the merits of a strategy of epistemic paternalism we should consider not only whether it promotes true
belief, but also whether it promotes understanding too (indeed, we
might well think we should be more concerned about whether it promotes the latter).
I think that once we reflect about it, this conclusion is actually what
we would expect. As noted above, in the personal realm the most obvious day-to-day example of paternalistic practices is (as the name suggests) found in a parent’s relationship to their child. Moreover, some of
the paternalism in play in this regard is clearly epistemic in nature, as it
involves the parent exercising control over the epistemic environment of
the child by, for example, limiting exposure to certain sources of information. For example, if a parent thought that their child might be taken
in by the joke history book that they have on their shelves, then they
might well be inclined to move it out of reach.
Interestingly, the epistemic paternalist strategies employed by parents
are not exclusively concerned with ensuring that their offspring gain true
beliefs rather than false ones. Indeed, I take it that one very natural role
for a parent to take is to try to put their child in a position where they
can come to find things out for themselves, and thereby attain an understanding of the relevant subject matter. While there might be occasions
where simply ‘feeding’ the child the truth may be the best strategy, clearly where circumstances permit it is more beneficial to the child to be fed
the information she needs in order to determine the answer for themselves (e.g., by guiding them to a reliable information source and showing them how to make best use of it). The child’s epistemic good is thus
paternalistically furthered by its parents by their promotion not only of
true belief but also of the child’s capacity for understanding.25
25 The way in which parents monitor their child’s epistemic environment has been extensively discussed in the recent literature on the epistemology of testimony. For an excellent recent discussion of this phenomenon, see Goldberg (2008). For further more general discussion
of epistemic monitoring, including where it includes cases where the epistemic environment be-
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What goods are being promoted by these paternalistic strategies?
Clearly, there is a practical utility in children gaining true as opposed
false beliefs about a certain subject matter (they will do better on exams,
for example), and also to children gaining an understanding of that subject matter (where, I take it, the practical value of the latter is ceteris
paribus typically greater than the practical value of the former). Arguably, as we have seen, there is also a specifically epistemic value involved in true belief, and which is thus also present in understanding to
the extent that it involves true belief. That is, parents may well promote
such goods because they (rightly) value the final goodness of truth.
But there is also a third category of good that the parents are likely
promoting in pursuing these paternalistic strategies, which is the promotion of ethical goods. This is most obviously so where the epistemic paternalism concerns the promotion of understanding, since as we saw
above, this is plausibly an epistemic standing which has a final value
which is specifically ethical rather than epistemic, in that its goodness is
a constitutive component of a life of flourishing. Indeed, I take it that
most parents employ paternalistic epistemic strategies for at least partly
this reason. For while parents no doubt care about the truth, and wish to
instil this in their offspring, and while parents want children to have the
kind of useful true beliefs that will enable them to prosper from a practical point of view, they also recognise that a good life is one in which children come to acquire a genuine understanding of a world around them
(i.e., as opposed to merely having lots of true beliefs about this world).26
We are now in a position to offer a more nuanced account of what
epistemic paternalism might involve. First, let’s sketch a scenario which
might call for some variety of epistemic paternalism.
As is now well known, people are subject to various fairly systematic
cognitive biases governing our judgements across a wide range of subject
matters. It is also now a familiar point of social psychology that there are
‘situational’ elements that one can introduce to a subject’s judgement context which will either neutralise or exacerbate these biases. For example,
small, apparently irrelevant, changes in how a problem in posed can have
a dramatic effect on whether the subject is able to resolve that problem.27
ing monitored is an adult’s epistemic environment, see Goldberg (2005; 2010; 2011). See also
Kallestrup & Pritchard (2012; 2013).
26 One can find analogous claims about the goals of education in the epistemology of education literature. See, for example, Siegel (2003), Robertson (2009), and Pritchard (forthcominga).
27 For an excellent overview of the relevant empirical literature, see Doris (2002). See also
Prinz (2009). For a comprehensive and up-to-date bibliographical survey of the literature on
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Now imagine that one of these domains is practically important perhaps,
say, it has a bearing on agents’ financial arrangements in old age, and thus
on agents’ welfare, broadly conceived. If one could subtly influence the
judgements made by agents in this domain without their explicit consent
to ensure that they avoided cognitive biases and exercised correct judgement, then isn’t there at least a prima facie case to do so?28
With paternalism as an option on the table, we can now conceive of
three distinct ways in which matters might proceed which are delineated
in terms of the goals to which the paternalistic strategy is directed towards. The first is a form of paternalism which is not specifically epistemic in any interesting sense. This is where one paternalistically promotes the relevant epistemic good in this case, the promotion of correct
judgements within the domain purely because this serves a non-epistemic aim, such as promoting the welfare of the subjects concerned.
Here the epistemic goods promoted are merely means to a further nonepistemic end, which is why this form of paternalism isn’t specifically
epistemic in a substantive sense. To reflect this point, call this quasi-epistemic paternalism.
At the other extreme, a second kind of paternalism which clearly is
specifically epistemic would involve promoting these epistemic goods
purely because of their epistemic goodness. On this view, even if the
agents’ welfare (or indeed any further non-epistemic good) weren’t furthered by this paternalistic strategy, so long as the epistemic goods are enhanced to a degree compatible with other values e.g., so long as this paternalistic strategy did not unduly undermine the subjects’ autonomy
then the strategy would be pursued. Call this robust epistemic paternalism.
A less extreme form of epistemic paternalism, though still plausibly a
distinctively epistemic form of paternalism, would be where one paternalistically promotes the epistemic goods purely because of their goodness (i.e., and not merely as a means to promote some other goods), but
situationism and its relevance to virtue theory (including both empirical and philosophical literature, and covering both historical and contemporary sources), see Alfano & Fairweather
(forthcoming). For discussion of the some of the epistemological implications of situationism,
see Axtell (2010), Baehr (2011, passim), Alfano (2012; 2013, part II; forthcoming), Hazlett
(2013, passim), Doris & Olin (forthcoming), Fairweather & Montemayor (forthcoming), and
Pritchard (forthcoming).
28 This is roughly what is proposed by a so-called ‘nudge’ approach to public policy, as expressed in Thaler & Sunstein (2008). Interestingly, this methodology has been endorsed by a
number of governments, including the current UK government, which has its own dedicated
‘nudge’ public policy unit (called the ‘Behavioural Insights Team’). For discussion of this approach to public policy, see Haynes et al (2012).
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where this goodness is not restricted to a specifically epistemic kind of
goodness. So, for example, one might think it desirable to paternalistically promote the epistemic good within this domain even if it did not generate any wider benefits, such as in terms of the agents’ welfare. Crucially,
however, and unlike robust epistemic paternalism, the rationale for promoting the epistemic good would not be because of its exclusively epistemic value, but rather because the epistemic good was also of value in
non-epistemic ways. Perhaps, for example, one holds that by promoting
correct judgement in this domain the subjects concerned will attain epistemic goods like understanding which are valuable in their own right in
virtue of their non-epistemic goodness (e.g., in virtue of an essential role
they play in a life of flourishing). Call this modest epistemic paternalism.
The distinction between modest epistemic paternalism and quasi-epistemic paternalism is marked by whether the paternalism in question is ultimately motivated by the goal of promoting an epistemic good. Whereas
quasi-epistemic paternalism is only concerned with the goal of promoting
an epistemic good as a means of promoting a further non-epistemic
good, modest epistemic paternalism is focussed on promoting the epistemic good in its own right. Unlike robust epistemic paternalism, however, modest epistemic paternalism is not solely concerned with promoting
a specifically epistemic kind of goodness. The distinction between robust
and modest epistemic paternalism thus reflects the distinction drawn earlier regarding epistemic value and the value of the epistemic.
We can set quasi-epistemic paternalism to one side for our purposes,
since ultimately it does not raise questions about the merits of paternalistic strategies which are specific to epistemology. Let us then focus on
modest and robust epistemic paternalism.
The latter will be the most controversial. Its plausibility will depend on
whether epistemic goodness is good simpliciter i.e., whether it is the kind
of thing than can plausibility go into the mix when determining all things
considered goodness. For if the epistemic good is not good simpliciter,
then it is hard to see why we would promote it at the expense of individual freedom and autonomy (which clearly are valuable simpliciter). We noted earlier that a prima facie case could be made for the goodness simpliciter of the epistemic, and to the extent that this case succeeds there is
therefore a rationale for some degree of robust epistemic paternalism.
Even then, however, given the relative weight accorded to such values as
individual freedom and autonomy, there will be a challenge in play to
demonstrate that the benefits on offer in terms of the epistemic good suffice to outweigh the disbenefits that such a strategy will produce.
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The case for modest epistemic paternalism is much easier to make.
We’ve seen above that plausibly there are epistemic standings, such as
understanding, which have a value which extends beyond the epistemic.
Moreover, this non-epistemic value that they possess is an even more
credible candidate to be a kind of goodness which is good simpliciter. So
long as the paternalistic strategy in play does not merely promote mere
true belief, but also further epistemic standings, such as understanding,
then it can in principle be defended in terms of how it generates epistemic goods which are both epistemically valuable and non-epistemically
valuable, and where the goodness generated is at least in part goodness
simpliciter. Even here, the challenge will be to demonstrate that the potential benefits outweigh the potential costs, but clearly the task in hand
will be much easier than it was for robust epistemic paternalism.

5. Concluding remarks
I have argued that a more nuanced conception of epistemic goodness
leads to a more subtle conception of epistemic paternalism. In so doing,
I have shown that evaluating the prospects for epistemic paternalism is a
more complex matter than we might have hitherto supposed. Interestingly, however, even despite this complexity we have also seen that there
are genuine forms of epistemic paternalism which are in principle defensible. I want to close by noting two further complications and issues
which are raised by the conception of epistemic value and epistemic paternalism offered here.
Consider first the problems that might be raised by competing epistemic goods. For example, a strategy that maximises an agent’s true beliefs might actually undermine her prospects for gaining understanding.
This might occur in a case where one obscures some relevant feature of
the agent’s environment because one is aware that if she were to attend
to it then this would cause her to doubt some true propositions which
she would otherwise believe. Even so, attending to this feature of her environment could be a crucial step towards gaining a proper understanding of her cognitive situation. By the same token, a strategy aimed at promoting the subject’s understanding in such a case could actually undermine her prospects for gaining true beliefs.
Given that the potential for conflicting epistemic goods in this sense,
this will clearly have implications for epistemic paternalist strategies. In
particular, robust and modest epistemic paternalist strategies may well di-
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verge quite considerably in terms of what they aim to achieve. So, for example, if one is pursuing a robust epistemic paternalism, and one follows
veritism in taking the ultimate epistemic good to be true belief, then in the
case just described one would presumably be content to promote the epistemic good of true belief over that of understanding.29 In contrast, if one
is pursuing a modest epistemic paternalism, and one holds that understanding is an epistemic good with a distinctive non-epistemic value, then
one would presumably opt for a strategy which focuses on the promotion
of understanding even at the expense of maximising true belief. If one
holds that epistemic standings are valuable in a range of different ways,
then the picture that emerges could potentially be even more complex, as
one has to trade-off the promotion of some epistemic goods over others.
A second issue that should be borne in mind when we consider epistemic paternalism is the extent to which paternalism of this stripe could
in the longer term be conducive to the subject’s freedom and autonomy.
In normal cases of paternalism one limits the subject’s freedom and autonomy in order to promote wider ends, such as their welfare. As we
have seen, the same limitation of individual freedom and autonomy
would occur with epistemic paternalism. Interestingly, however, a form
of epistemic paternalism which promoted epistemic goods like knowledge and understanding might well serve to promote the subject’s freedom and autonomy over the longer term. After all, having a correct understanding of one’s situation and of one’s options can have a substantial
bearing on one’s ability to exercise one’s freedom, and to take cognitive
ownership of one’s decisions in the manner of an autonomous individual.
This means that epistemic paternalist strategies which promote epistemic
goods could potentially thereby contribute to an agent’s freedom and autonomy over the longer term, even while undermining freedom and autonomy over the short term. Where this is the case, it clearly will have a
bearing on how we evaluate the legitimacy of these strategies.30
29

I say ‘presumably’ because one option open to the veritist albeit an option not normally
recognised as being open so far as much of mainstream epistemology is concerned is to maintain that the goal of maximizing true belief should not be understood in terms of simply aiming
for the largest number of true beliefs on the part of the subject. For two excellent discussions of
this point, see Treanor (2012, forthcominga). See also Pritchard (forthcoming).
30 This paper was written while I was in receipt of a Phillip Leverhulme Prize, and I am
grateful to them for their support. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Epistemic Inclusiveness and Trust conference hosted by the Social Epistemology Research Group at
the University of Copenhagen in August 2011, and I am grateful to the audience on this occasion for their feedback. Thanks also to Kristoffer Ahlstrom, Alvin Goldman, Klemens Kappel,
Hilary Kornblith, Erik Olsson, Christian Piller, Mike Ridge, Shane Ryan and Ernest Sosa.
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